
Earn 5.1% annual interest 
yield on your bitcoin
Introducing Ledn’s Bitcoin 
Savings Account!

Fully Compliant in Canada
Ledn Accounts are fully compliant 
with the laws of Canada.
We are not an ICO.

Get Paid Monthly
Interest is paid out at the start of the 
month, every month - in bitcoin!

Grow your bitcoin at 5.1% per Year
Enjoy a limited-time bonus interest offer 
of 5.1% APY on all deposits made until 
July 31st, 2019. The bonus interest rate will 
apply until December 31, 2019. 
Restrictions apply.

Ledn Bitcoin 
Savings Account

A better home for your bitcoin.

First in Canada.
Available Worldwide.

Savings Account
Sample Interest

Month
Jan
Feb
Mar
Apr
May
Jun
Jul

Aug
Sep
Oct
Nov
Dec

Deposit(BTC)
1.0000

Interest Earned(BTC)
0.0042
0.0039
0.0043
0.0042
0.0043
0.0042
0.0044
0.0044
0.0042
0.0044
0.0043
0.0044

Balance (BTC)
1.0042
1.0081
1.0124
1.0165
1.0209
1.0251
1.0294
1.0338
1.0380
1.0424
1.0467
1.0512

Balance on December 31st 1.0512 BTC

Calculate your potential earnings
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make the most of 
what you hodl.

How Ledn’s Bitcoin 
Savings Account works

Ledn’s Bitcoin 
Savings Account

Start saving or 
chat with one of our 
advisors today!

Bitcoin investors are always looking for ways to grow 
their wealth and boost investment returns.

After buying bitcoin, most investors store them in an 
exchange or in a hardware wallet - where they can’t 
generate further wealth.

The Ledn Savings account allows bitcoin investors to 
earn compound interest on their bitcoin deposits and 
grow their bitcoin holdings. Simply deposit your bitcoins 
in the Ledn Savings Account and start saving right away.

Opening an account takes 2 minutes

How does Ledn generate a return?

As a compliant Canadian company, Ledn works with 
institutional clients like exchanges & OTC desks that 
need to borrow bitcoins to facilitate large transactions.

How are my bitcoins protected?

Ledn processes the loans by taking collateral security 
from its borrowers. This collateral guarantees the loan 
and can be exercised by Ledn to protect depositors in 
the event of borrower default.

When the coins are not being lent, they are placed under 
insured custody with BitGo.

Are there any hidden fees?

Ledn is transparent about its fees. The only fees charged 
within the Ledn Savings Account is a 1% withdrawal fees.

Is the Bitcoin Savings Account available worldwide?

Yes, the Ledn Bitcoin Savings account is available to 
bitcoiners worldwide, with only a few exceptions.

Visit www.ledn.io for details.

Contact us

Adam Reeds
Co-Founder & CEO

e: adam@ledn.io
p: +1 647.330.7755

Mauricio Di Bartolomeo
Co-Founder & CSO

e: mauricio@ledn.io
p: +1 416.220.9454


